Orlando Utility to Build Big Solar Plants, Where Coal Once Stood
by Kevin Spear
May 11, 2015 – Orlando's electric utility is launching efforts to build major solar plants east of the city, on sites that are practical and symbolic: the burial grounds of coal-burning generators.
Orlando Utilities Commission's board will be asked today to authorize utility managers to negotiate with bidders vying to install thousands of solar panels on nearly 30 acres at Stanton Energy Center, where a pair of towering coal-plant chimneys dominates the vista.
Utilizing available space, as well as marking a new era, about half of the panels would be erected on a tract formerly proposed for a coal plant that was ultimately nixed.  The other half would cover a man-made hill that rose with decades of disposed ash from coal plants that increasingly have uncertain futures.
"This is not the only solar project on the horizon for us," said OUC spokesman Tim Trudell, adding that the city's power-and-water provider anticipates gaining enough knowledge from construction of the 2 solar plants to put utility crews to work building still more plants.
With price tags yet to be determined, the new plants would generate a maximum of 12 MegaWatts, enough to power hundreds of homes when the sun is shining.
That output is a fraction of what even the smallest natural-gas plant produces at Stanton Energy Center.  But OUC is part of a wave this year of utilities in Florida latching on to solar as financially justifiable, and as a response to climate change, blamed in part on carbon emissions from coal plants.
The Obama administration's Clean Power Plan, a controversial program by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to reduce CO2 emissions of electric utilities, is expected to unveil proposed rules this summer.
This year would mark the beginning of an unprecedented surge in Florida solar energy, if several announced initiatives are completed, including a bid by Florida Power & Light Co. to triple its solar energy and the city of Tallahassee's quest for a modest stake in solar.
"We are pivoting to a new world in the energy business," said Barry Moline, Florida Municipal Electric Association executive director.  "It's going to be a little bit messy, trying to figure out how best to make this shift."
Moline said utilities owned by stockholders, including FPL and Duke Energy, are motivated in part to build solar plants because those utilities are able to increase rates in order to profit from construction of generators.
However, city-owned utilities don't automatically earn a profit by building a power plant, Moline said.  "A very big driver for municipal utilities is responding to what their communities want," Moline said, explaining why Gainesville, Lakeland and Orlando are continuing to push ahead with solar energy.
As is the practice with other city-owned utilities, OUC will turn to private companies to build, operate and continue ownership of the 2 new plants for 20 years.  The utility would buy the power they produce at a set rate.  Private companies are able to capitalize on substantial credits in federal taxes, which OUC doesn't pay, and incorporate those credits into contracts with utilities.
Trudell said the solar project isn't expected to result in a rate hike for Orlando customers.
The new solar sites, he said, are likely to include provisions that allow city residential and commercial customers to subscribe to set amounts of power at a locked-in rate, an option that proved popular with a small solar plant in south Orlando.  Already, OUC has signed up more than 100 customers who want to subscribe to solar energy.
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